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More details of the book is available on the publisher site. A: It's called the 8088. You could get the free version of 8088 from online books stores, it has a pretty neat cover. A: This book covers the 8086/6 and 8088. It's a lot more complex, but the notes make it interesting to read. A: There are no e-books for the 8086 microprocessor. Q: Not valid YAML
sequence - Python I have a file with the following content: # comment 1 # comment 2 { "client_version": "3.0", "update_time": "2019-06-24T18:15:25.417Z", "num_returns": 1000, "username": "test1", "host": { "hostname": "host1", "ipv4": "127.0.0.1" }, "priority": "medium", "type": "GoogleLongrunning_Operation" } The file looks fine to me but when I try to
load it to dic or json or yaml, I get the error: Not valid YAML sequence: line 4, column 2 "host": { ^ The error message is related to this block and I don't know why it's complaining about "host":. Shouldn't it be a valid yaml? A: The problem is: "host": { "hostname": "host1", "ipv4": "127.0.0.1" } This is JSON, not YAML. So, you have to parse it first. if the data is

string, parse it to JSON first if the data is JSON, I guess you can use json.loads(string) if the data is a dictionary, parse it to YAML first, convert it to a string You can refer to the following code for reference: import json import yaml def parse_json_yaml(input_str): 6d1f23a050
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